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General Information

Course Information
• All courses are held in the English language.
• The duration of the courses is 2 to 3 days.
• A detailed programme of each course and the exact time

schedule will be available on the ESMRMB website.
• About 40% of the total teaching time is used for

repetitions, exercises and practical demonstrations to
practice and intensify the learning experience.

• A maximum of 50 places per course are available
(except for the RF coils course in L’Aquila/IT, which is
limited to 20). Early registration is recommended.

• If less than 20 participants register, the ESMRMB
reserves the right to cancel a course at the latest 4
weeks prior to its beginning.

• The ESMRMB ensures the evaluation of all courses, and
guarantees didactically and scientifically experienced
teachers.

ESMRMB OFFICE
Neutorgasse 9, 1010 Vienna, Austria
Phone: +43 1 535 13 06
office@esmrmb.org, www.esmrmb.org

Vienna, January 2018
Coordination: Angelika Zech, Jennifer Relota
ESMRMB Office, Vienna/AT
Layout: Gr4fix s.r.o., Bratislava/SK

ESMRMB accepts no responsibility for errors or misprints.
ESMRMB offers no guarantees and cannot be held 
responsible for any inaccuracies.

© all rights reserved by the
EUROPEAN SOCIETY FOR MAGNETIC RESONANCE 
IN MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY (ESMRMB)
Cover Image:  
kindly provided by Valerij Kiselev, 
Universitätsklinikum Freiburg
Scientific images kindly provided 
by the organisation committee 2018
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6 With the Lectures on Magnetic Resonance the ESMRMB 
continues to offer teaching courses that are especially 
designed to provide the physical fundamentals of MR imaging, 
diffusion, perfusion, spectroscopy and RF engineering, as well 
as aspects of applications of these techniques in clinical and 
biochemical research and development. The ESMRMB and its 
Education and Workshop Committee is convinced that there 
is a strong need and request to provide these kind of courses 
that are geared to the needs of MR physicists and other basic 
scientists working in a clinical or research environment.

The course on Simultaneous multi-slice/multiband imaging 
will provide participants with a solid grounding in one of the 
most exciting developments of recent years. Simultaneous 
multi-slice/multiband imaging provides the ability to vastly 
accelerate data acquisition by the simultaneous acquisition 
of multiple slices. The course will cover the basic concepts of 
simultaneous multi-slice excitation, refocusing and inversion 
for conventional and adiabatic radio frequency pulses. It will 
show how the application of these pulses can be limited by 
both peak RF-voltage and power deposition, and describe 
strategies for circumventing both of these limitations. Different 
methods of data reconstruction will be described, in particular 
in conjunction with the use of (blipped) CAIPIRINHA sampling. 
The limitations of combined simultaneous multi-slice imaging 
and in-plane acceleration will be presented. Finally, examples 
of current and potential future applications will be examined, 
including the extension of SMS RF pulse design to parallel 
transmission.

The course will focus on:
• Basic radiofrequency pulse design
• Strategies for reducing peak voltage
• Strategies for reducing pulse power
• Extensions to adiabatic pulse forms
• SMS pulse design in the context of pTX
• Basis of reconstruction methods
• Advanced reconstruction methods
• CAIPIRINHA and blipped CAIPIRINHA technique
• Slice cross-talk
• Practical implementations: pulse sequence modifications, 

acquiring autocalibration / reference data, adjusting 
B0/B1 and additional sensitivity to motion.

• Where is the concrete benefit and why? Examples from 
neuroimaging and clinical application

Goals of the Courses

The course Diffusion: From acquisition to tissue 
microstructure is an in-depth overview of measuring and 
interpreting molecular diffusion in tissues with MRI, providing 
a solid background in this rapidly expanding research field. 
Fundamental physics of molecular diffusion serves as a 
basis for the presentation of acquisition and post processing 
methods. This course focuses on how to use diffusion MRI 
for probing tissue microstructure that is much finer than the 
imaging resolution. The course is designed for basic scientists 
who already have experience in MRI and wish to extend their 
knowledge of the physics of tissue microstructure mapping 
with diffusion MRI.

Attendance of the course on Diffusion: From acquisition to 
tissue microstructure will provide you with background on:
• Relation between diffusion-weighted signal and diffusion 

propagator
• Diffusion pulse sequences and acquisition strategies
• Practical sequence design and parameter optimisation
• Artefacts: Symptoms, mechanisms and remediation
• Relation between diffusion propagator and structure of 

heterogeneous media
• Diffusion models versus signal representations
• Parameter estimation: strategies, pitfalls, “orthogonal” 

measurements
• Model validation in phantoms and in animals
• Clinical translation and applications

The course on MR image processing - from image data to 
information provides an overview on modern technologies 
for dealing with MR images. This ranges from simple pre-
processing methods, over aligning dataset with different 
contrasts to quantitative analysis and visual exploration of 
results. A short outlook on using MR images for modelling is 
also given. The variety of methods that have been developed 
in the past is categorised and analysed critically. The course is 
aimed at providing the participants with criteria for deliberate 
selection of tools and methods in their studies. The course 
will provide practical tips and tricks for powerful processing 
of image data as well as several practical examples.



7The course on RF coils: Design and build your own coil 
provides an overview of the basic principles of designing, 
constructing and testing of RF coils for both animal and human 
scanners. Practical sessions will cover approximately 50% 
of the course, in which participants will learn to build surface 
and volume RF coils relevant to their particular interests. More 
advanced topics include double-tuned coils and coil arrays. 
Finally, components such as hybrids, couplers, shields, 
baluns and isolation circuits are discussed. The course is 
designed for basic scientists and engineers, but also has been 
attended in the past by clinicians, radiographers, applications 
specialists and other MR users interested in gaining a better 
insight into RF coil technology.

The course Diffusion weighted MR spectroscopy is 
designed to provide a strong practical foundation in the 
principles of diffusion weighted magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy (DW-MRS) in all of its aspects. DW-MRS 
provides unique cell-specific microstructural information based 
on the diffusion properties of intracellular metabolites in neural 
and muscle tissue, and it thus complements most sensitive 
but less specific methods such as diffusion tensor imaging 
(DTI). In clinical and preclinical research, incorporation of DW-
MRS in a comprehensive protocol aimed at microstructural 
characterisation of tissue allows disentangling the effect of 
multiple pathological processes on tissue microstructure, and 
thus significantly increases the explanatory power of MR for 
the overall pathology.

At present, however, incorporation of DW-MRS in standard 
protocols poses significant challenges: robust DW-MRS 
sequences are not offered on any of the commercially 
available MR scanners. DW-MRS data acquisition is highly 
susceptible to physiological fluctuations, and the DW-MRS 
signal is strongly affected by e.g. eddy currents generated 
by the strong diffusion weighting gradients and cardiac 
pulsation. As a result, the robustness and reproducibility of 
DW-MRS strongly depends on a highly specialized pipeline 
of acquisition and processing that takes into account as many 
possible adverse effects as possible.
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Educational Levels

The Lectures on Magnetic Resonance are geared towards 
MR physicists and other basic or clinical scientists.

Simultaneous multi-slice/multiband imaging
This course is intended for MR physicists, other scientists 
and PhD students who already have experience in basic 
MR methods and knowledge of MR acquisition principles, 
and who wish to extend their knowledge on simultaneous 
multi-slice / multiband imaging with a view to implementing 
or applying it.

Diffusion: From acquisition to tissue 
microstructure
This course is intended for MR physicists, other scientists 
and PhD students who already have experience in basic MR 
methods and knowledge of MR excitation and acquisition 
principles, and who wish to extend their knowledge 
on diffusion-weighted imaging. This advanced course 
provides a detailed introduction into the field of diffusion 
measurements, which covers the physical principles of 
diffusion in heterogeneous media, measurement techniques 
and applications to investigation of the cellular structure of 
living tissues.

MR image processing - from image 
data to information
This course is intended for MR physicists, other scientists 
and PhD students who have already experience in basic 
MR methods and knowledge of MR acquisition principles, 
and who want to get a deeper insight into techniques for the 
assessment and comparison of image data, and the extraction 
and visual exploration of qualitative and quantitative image-
based information.

RF coils: Design and build your own coil
This course is intended for scientists and engineers who 
have a basic knowledge of mathematics and simple electrical 
circuits. Attendees should have a working knowledge of 
magnetic resonance basics.

Diffusion weighted MR spectroscopy
Attendees of the course are expected to have a good 
background in MR physics and be familiar with basic concepts 
in diffusion MR and in vivo MRS. A basic knowledge of 
MATLAB is preferred, and an acquaintance with principles 
of signal processing is advantageous.



10 April 9 –11, 2018 
Maastricht University/NL

Course and local organiser:
Benedikt Poser
Faculty of Psychology and Neuroscience
Maastricht University
Maastricht/NL

Preliminary faculty:
M. Blaimer, P. Koopmans, J. Marques, D. Norris, B. Poser
(Additional speakers will be confirmed nearer the
time of the course)

Course description
The primary teaching method will be lectures with problem 
solving classes and discussions. All participants will be 
expected to know essential MR physics. A working knowledge 
of image acquisition methods and k-space is essential.

The course will cover RF pulse design approaches, 
reconstruction techniques, practical implementation and 
areas of application.

Simultaneous multi-slice/
multiband imaging



11Learning objectives
RF pulse design
• Understand the methods of generating multiband RF 

pulses
• Know the limitations of peak voltage and power, and 

methods for avoiding these

Reconstruction methods
• Understand basic parallel imaging reconstruction 

methods and how they can be extended to simultaneous 
multi-slice reconstruction.

• Be familiar with the main methods available and their 
limitations

Acquisition techniques
• Modify pulse sequences for multi-slice acquisition
• Apply CAIPIRINHA techniques and understand their 

advantages and limitations
• Implement appropriate QA for multiband imaging

Areas of application
• Understand the advantages of the multiband approach 

for fMRI
• Advantages of multiband for diffusion-weighted imaging
• Potential advantages for clinical sequences
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Diffusion: From acquisition
to tissue microstructure

September 3–5, 2018 
Champalimaud Centre for the Unknown 
Lisbon/PT

Course organisers:
Valerij G. Kiselev
University Medical Center 
Freiburg/DE

Local organisers:
Noam Shemesh
Champalimaud Neuroscience Programme
Champalimaud Centre for the Unknown
Lisbon/PT

Preliminary faculty:
E. Fieremans, V.G. Kiselev, D.S. Novikov, 
R.G. Nunes, N. Shemesh, M. Weigel

Course description
The basic idea of MR diffusion measurements is easy to 
explain, but its practical implementations require real know-
how. How to design experiments? How to extract diffusion 
properties from the measured signal? How do these properties 
reflect the cellular structure of biological tissues? What is a 
model and how to model? How to validate models? How to 
translate model-based approaches into the clinic?

The course will begin with an introduction to the basic 
concepts of the physics of diffusion. The fundamental quantity, 
the diffusion propagator, will be discussed in the context 
of its relation to a diffusion-weighted NMR measurement. 
The cumulant expansion will serve as a basis to understand 
the relation between the genuine diffusion measures, such 
as diffusion tensor and higher-order metrics, and their 
measurable “apparent” counterparts.

From this moment on, the course will develop two alternating 
tracks, devoted to modelling and to acquisition. During the 
modelling track, students will be exposed to the concept 
of coarse-graining over an increasing diffusion length, the 
associated time evolution of the diffusion metrics, and the 
effective medium way of thinking about the diffusion process. 
During the acquisition track, basic and advanced experimental 
techniques, their advantages and disadvantages, optimisation, 
imaging artefacts and their remediation, will be presented. 

The two tracks will inform and complement each other, and 
will be accompanied by numerous exercises to be solved 
and further discussed in class. Parameter estimation for 
microstructural models will be discussed from the point of 
their pitfalls, degeneracies and “orthogonal” measurements 
to resolve such degeneracies.

The course will culminate with lectures on model validation 
using phantoms and animal experiments, as well as about the 
clinical translation of the discussed quantitative approaches.



13Learning objectives
Diffusion basics
• Gaussian diffusion and the central limit theorem
• Non-Gaussian diffusion: origins and examples
• Diffusion propagator and the diffusion-weighted signal; 

q-space imaging
• Basic gradient waveforms (pulsed and oscillating 

gradients)

Biophysical modelling
• Models versus representations
• The cumulant expansion as a default representation
• Diffusion as coarse-graining. Origin of time dependence
• Effective medium theory
• Multiple Gaussian compartments and the Standard 

Model
• Multiple diffusion encodings: what kind of independent 

information can they provide?

Acquisition methods
• Diffusion-weighted imaging sequences
• Single shot and multi-shot sequences
• Single shot diffusion-weighted EPI sequence
• Practical sequence design and parameter optimisation    
• Alternative diffusion-weighted imaging methods: Multi-

band acquisitions, multi-shot EPI, TSE, PROPELLER, 
SSFP and others

• Challenges of diffusion measurements outside the brain

Post-processing, correction of artefacts, parameter 
estimation
• Correction of susceptibility related distortions of EPI 

images
• Correction of eddy currents distortions
• Artefacts of multi-shot/segmented DWI and possible 

methods of compensation
• Linear parameter estimation: DTI, DKI
• Non-linear parameter estimation: pitfalls and 

degeneracies
• “Orthogonal” measurements with generalised gradient 

wave forms

Validation and applications
• Monte Carlo simulations
• Validation in phantoms
• Validation in animals
• Pilot studies in humans and clinical translation
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MR image processing - from image
data to information

September 5–7, 2018 
Technical University Berlin/DE

Course organisers:
Matthias Günther 
Fraunhofer MEVIS 
Bremen/DE

Anja Hennemuth 
Charité - Universitätsmedizin Berlin/DE

Local organiser:
Anja Hennemuth
Charité - Universitätsmedizin Berlin/DE

Preliminary faculty:
T. Chitiboi, J. Georgii, L. Goubergrits, M. Günther, 
A. Hennemuth, H. Meine, B. Menze, M. Neugebauer, 
B. Preim, T. Schäffter, M. Schwier, H. Mirzaee

Course description
The course will be held by an interdisciplinary team of 
experts in MR imaging, image processing, visualisation and 
mathematical modelling. It is organised in such a way that 
lectures are accompanied by hands-on sessions, so that 
participants do not only learn what techniques exist for the 
analysis and understanding of image information but also 
about the available tools and how the presented methods 
can be applied.

The program first introduces typical properties of MR image 
data that affect their analysis as well as methods for the quality 
assessment of image data. Techniques for the correction of 
typical errors (inhomogeneities, phase wraps, …) and the 
filtering of image data are presented and provided for the 
hands-on session.

The second part of the course introduces techniques for 
the extraction and quantitative assessment of anatomical 
structures such as vessels, organs or pathologies with 
special regard to reproducibility and robustness regarding 
intensity distribution, partial volume effects, anisotropic image 
resolution, etc. Available toolboxes such as Slicer, itk and 
MeVisLab will be applied in the accompanying hands-on 
session to test the presented approaches on real world data.

The training block on registration explains the basics of 
image registration for image fusion and motion analysis. 
Participants learn how to combine deformation/motion models 
with similarity measures and optimisation techniques to adapt 
classical registration approaches to their specific problems. 

The introduction of these techniques is accompanied by a 
presentation of machine learning approaches for image post 
processing.

For the visual exploration of image data as well as derived 
information direct volume and surface visualisation techniques 
as well as methods from the field of visual analytics will be 
explained.

In an outlook session experts working in different clinical 
application fields will present examples on the coupling of 
image information with mathematical models.



15Learning objectives
Image pre-processing
• Which problems are caused by which imaging technique
• How to assess and enhance image quality: Linear and 

non-linear filtering
• Image enhancement methods
• Texture measurement (e.g. Vesselness filter)

Image segmentation and classification
• Interactive, semi-interactive and automatic segmentation 

methods à robustness vs. reproducibility
• Methods for the extraction of tubular structures
• Classifiers and their training (machine learning)

Image registration and image comparison
• Motion/deformation models: Rigid, affine, elastic
• Similarity measurement
• Constraint-based registration
• Multi-modality

Data exploration
• Visualisation of volume data
• Visualising multidimensional image data with projections, 

animations, glyphs
• Visualising multi-parametric processing results from 

studies

Image-based modelling
• How to personalise organ, tissue and fluid dynamics 

models based on MR imaging

Software frameworks
•  Closed and open source (MevisLab, Slicer, itk, vtk)
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RF-Coils:
Design and build your own coil

September 17–20, 2018 
University of L'Aquila/IT

Course organisers:
Marcello Alecci
Molecular Imaging Laboratory
University of L'Aquila/IT

Andrew Webb
C.J. Gorter Center for High Field MRI
Leiden University Medical Center
Leiden/NL

Local organisers:
Marcello Alecci
Angelo Galante
University of L‘Aquila/IT

Preliminary faculty:
M. Alecci, N. Avdievich, A. Galante, J. Mispelter, A. Webb 
(Additional speakers will be confirmed 
nearer the time of the course)

Course description
This course is designed to provide a theoretical and practical 
guide to RF coil design for both animal and human systems. 
Simple tools for electrical circuit analysis will be introduced, 
followed by practical design of simple geometries such as 
surface RF coils.

The participants will then design and construct a surface RF 
coil with chosen dimensions and frequency of operation. In the 
second stage, the design of volume RF coils will be introduced 
from a theoretical basis, software for modelling these coils 
discussed, and again the participants will be guided true the 
design, construction and workbench testing of a birdcage RF 
volume coil during the practical sessions.

Finally, advanced topics such as transmit/receive phased 
arrays and multi-tuned coils will be introduced, designed and 
in selected cases tested on the workbench. Methods for RF 
coils decoupling will be analysed, implemented and tested 
on the workbench. A number of ready-to-use RF coils will be 
available during the course for additional testing, including 
TEM, RF shield, RF endcaps, etc.

In addition to the large degree of practical work, the course will 
also include a substantial amount of time that will be spent on 
exercises, which are intended to enhance the understanding 
of basic and advanced topics and will be performed in small 
participant groups under guidance of the lecturers.

Since participants will construct their own RF coil this 
course is limited to a maximum of 20 participants.



17Learning objectives
RF circuit design
• Characteristics and use of lumped elements
• Concepts of resonant circuits
• Impedance matching for maximum power transfer
• Baluns and cable traps
• Maximising experimental SNR by optimising the coil 

quality factor
• Concepts in RF coil decoupling
• Multiple-tuned circuits

Hardware for RF testing
• Network analyser operation
• Quality factor measurements
• Frequency generators
• Resistance bridges, inductance and capacitance meters
• Workbench characterisation of RF coil performance

Simulation software
• Principles of EM simulation software packages
• B1-homogeneity versus B1-efficiency
• SAR considerations
• High frequency RF effects

Advanced RF coils
• Birdcage and TEM coils
• Phased arrays
• RF decoupling
• RF shields and eddy currents

Practical design and/or construction
• Surface RF coil
• Birdcage volume RF coil
• Phased arrays
• Double-tuned RF surface coil
• Double-tuned RF birdcage
• TEM volume RF coil
• RF components 

(hybrid, coupler, shield, balun, isolation circuit)

RF coil characterisation
• Scattering parameters
• RF coil sensitivity
• RF coil spatial profile
• Signal-noise ratio performance
• Parallel imaging performance
• Decoupling and noise correlation
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Diffusion weighted MR spectroscopy

October 10–12, 2018
ICM - Institut du Cerveau
et de la Moelle épinière
Hôpital Pitié-Salpêtrière
Paris/FR

Course organisers:
Francesca Branzoli
Center for neuroimaging research (CENIR) – ICM
Paris/FR

Itamar Ronen
C. J. Gorter Center for High Field MRI
Leiden University Medical Center 
Leiden/NL

Julien Valette
Molecular Imaging Research Center
Commissariat à l'énergie atomique
et aux énergies alternatives (CEA)
Fontenay-aux-Roses/FR

Local organiser:
Francesca Branzoli
Center for neuroimaging research (CENIR) – ICM
Paris/FR

Preliminary Faculty:
F. Branzoli, R. Kreis, C. Ligneul, H. Lundell, M. Palombo,
I. Ronen, N. Shemesh, J. Valette

Course description
The course will cover the entire process of generating robust 
and reproducible single-voxel and spectroscopic imaging 
DW-MRS data. We will present the pulse sequences used 
in DW-MRS, including the most recently introduced, and 
the optimal circumstances for using each of these, based 
on the goal of the study. We will then discuss the role of 
phase/amplitude navigators in DW-MRSI and strategies 
for real time re-acquisition of corrupted k-space DW-MRS 
data. Strategies and techniques for eddy current corrections 
will be discussed, including e.g. the use of singular value 
decomposition of the residual water signal. Ultimately, various 
modelling strategies of DW-MRS data will be presented, as 
well as how to incorporate information from other modalities 
such as DTI and tissue segmentation into the modelling of 
DW-MRS data.

The course will consist of two parts: in the fi rst, a series 
of lectures will cover the main methodological aspects in 
DW-MRS, from acquisition to analysis and modelling, and 
emerging neuroscience and clinical research applications. 
The second part is a fully hands-on section, where attendees 
will plan and execute a DW-MRS experiment, export the data 
and process it with a comprehensive MATLAB code for DW-
MRS signal processing that will be provided to them, and 
fi nally will analyze the data to generate diffusion properties of 
the metabolites they measured in the experiment. DW-MRS 
experiments will be performed on a 3T PRISMA scanner. For 
the processing, attendees will be able to use the computers 
available at the center.



19Learning objectives
DW-MRS pulse sequences
•  Optimised incorporation of diffusion weighting in standard 

SV-MRS sequences
•  Minimisation of eddy currents and cross-terms with 

background gradients
•  Isotropic DW-MRS
•  2D-DW-CSI: Challenges and the strategies for the use of 

navigators to minimize signal fl uctuations
•  Double diffusion encoding spectroscopy (DDES)
•  Designing the right DW-MRS experiment to answer a 

specifi c question

Post-processing of DW-MRS data
•  Major sources of error in DW-MRS data and their 

correction
•  Strategies for optimal eddy current correction for SV and 

2D-DW-CSI data
•  The subtle art of cardiac triggering and other prospective 

motion correction strategies
•  Spectral quantifi cation

Modelling and analysis
•  Obtaining standard diffusion metrics from DW-MRS data 
•  Incorporation of models of cellular geometry for obtaining 

further information about cellular microstructure
•  Incorporation of data from other MR modalities (DTI) for 

refi ning and increasing the amount of microstructural 
information from DW-MRS

Emerging neuroscience and clinical research 
applications
•  Attendees and faculty will present and discuss emerging 

DW-MRS applications in basic science and clinical 
research
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Registration

 

Registration fees 
(except RF-Coils course) 
 
 
Early registration fees 
(until 8 weeks prior to the course)

 Regular Members*

  € 525

 Junior/Radiographer/Senior Members*

  € 375

Late registration fees 
(after 8 weeks prior to the course)

 Regular Members*

  € 700

 Junior/Radiographer/Senior Members*

  € 500

Industry fee
This rate applies for employees/representatives  
of commercial companies.

  € 990

Registration is  possible online at www.esmrmb.org

*      Access to educational activities is available to ordinary ESMRMB members in good standing, who have paid their 2018 membership fee.

The registration fee includes:
• Attendance of the course
• Teaching material for the course (digital syllabus)
• Coffee & Lunch
• Welcome Reception

Participants are responsible for their own travel and hotel 
arrangements. When booking your flights, please make sure 
that you will be able to stay for the entire course.

Terms of cancellation
In case of cancellation of the registration by the participant:

> 4 weeks before the course date: the registration fee
   less 20% for administrative costs will be refunded.
< 4 weeks before the course date: no refund will be granted.

If less than 20 participants register, the ESMRMB 
reserves the right to cancel a course at the latest 4 
weeks prior to its beginning. Please keep this in mind 
for your travel arrangements.
Please be aware that the ESMRMB does not cover or 
refund travel and hotel expenses.
 

In order to register for your desired course(s), please visit our 
website at www.esmrmb.org.

Please note that your registration becomes valid only after 
payment is received and confirmed by the ESMRMB Office. 
The confirmation of payment will be available for download 
in the online 'MyUser Area'.

Registration
ESMRMB educational activities are exclusively offered to 
ESMRMB members. To attend the Lectures on MR 2018 
courses, your ESMRMB membership fee for the year 2018 
must be settled.

Membership fees

Regular Membership € 175
Reduced Membership (junior, radiographer, senior) € 25

Please find out more about ESMRMB membership 
types on the ESMRMB website, at www.esmrmb.org. 

Rates refer to one course. If more than one course is booked 
at once, a 10% reduction will be granted.

 

RF-Coils: Design and build your own coil 
Please note that due to special requirements  
for this course different registration fees apply. 
 
Early registration fees 
(until 8 weeks prior to the course)

 Regular Members*

  € 680

 Junior/Radiographer/Senior Members*

  € 485

Late registration fees 
(after 8 weeks prior to the course)

 Regular Members*

  € 910

 Junior/Radiographer/Senior Members*

  € 650

Industry fee
This rate applies for employees/representatives  
of commercial companies.

  € 1,150



ESMRMB Society Journal MAGMA

Visit www.esmrmb.org for more information on MAGMA, ESMRMB’s membership types 
and benefi ts as well as membership application.

Starting January 1st, 2018, Prof David Norris has succeeded to Prof P.J. Cozzone as MAGMA 
Editor-in-Chief. MAGMA is a multidisciplinary international journal devoted to the publication of 
articles on all aspects of magnetic resonance techniques and their applications in medicine and 
biology. In addition to Regular Issues, the journal also publishes Special Issues:

RECENT SPECIAL ISSUES (published in 2016)
2016   "Tissue segmentation in MRI"

with Fritz Schick as Guest-Editor

2016   "Ultrahigh Field MR: Cutting Edge Technologies Meet Clinical Practice"
with Thoralf Niendorf , Markus Barth, Frank Kober, Siegfried Trattnig
as Guest-Editors

MAGMA's impact and dissemination is rapidly increasing

MAGMA offers a very short publication timeline:

•  MAGMA has the shortest publication cycle among all MR journals! Only 5 weeks for the 
reviewing process and 3 weeks for time to publication online after fi nal acceptation.

•  MAGMA is currently read by thousands of institutions worldwide through the Springer library 
consortia.

•  More than 200 full-text articles were downloaded daily in 2016.

•  As a bonus to authors, MAGMA keeps with its policy of NOT applying page charges or 
supplement for color illustrations.

MAGMA's impact and dissemination is rapidly increasing

2014 Impact Factor: 2.869 (rank 30 / 125)

2015 Impact Factor: 2.638 (rank 35 / 124)

(category "Radiology, Nuclear Medicine & Medical Imaging")

NEW Special Issue in 2018 !

"Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance"
with Tim Leiner and Gustav Strijkers as Guest-Editors

An ESMRMB 
Membership is already 
available from € 25!



More information at 
www.esmrmb.org

www.esmrmb.org


